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Chapter 149 Do You Want to Call the Police?
Rory frowned furiously when she saw Amelia looking at Cathy with admiration.
No way!
I can’t let Amelia get along with Cathy!
If Amelia stops hating Cathy, how am I supposed to realize my plan?
With this thought in mind, Rory growled and said, “Cathy knows nothing. What’s so special about her teaching a talentless influencer like
Willow?”
“Any actors that graduated from drama course are better than her.”
Rory pursed her lips and grabbed Amelia’s hand. “You are much better than her.”
“It is unfair that she is the female lead while you are only the second female lead.”
“I don’t mind.”
Amelia gently removed her hand from Rory. “Cathy told me a story just now.”
She turned around and took a step back to maintain a safe distance from Rory. “It’s an old story, but it is quite meaningful.”
“I think you should ponder on this story.”
Amelia took a deep breath. A hint of a smirk appeared on her face.
Rory frowned and asked, “What story is it?”
“It is about a snipe and a clam fighting between themselves only for the fisherman to take advantage of them.”
Amelia gave a cold laugh. “Rory, if I remember correctly, you would have been the second female lead if they did not change the female
lead.”
“You like the second female lead character. The character is infatuated with the male lead and takes love seriously.”
“As for the third female lead, her personality and feelings for the male lead pale in comparison to the second female lead.”
“Previously, you told me you hated the third female lead.”
“If I continue to hate Cathy and fight over the female lead role with her, you could get the second female lead role back no matter who wins
in the end.”
After saying that, Amelia sighed. “I should have thought of this sooner.”
“Unfortunately, I was blinded by the situation. I only understood after that boy analyzed the situation for me.”
Rory’s face turned pale.
She bit her lower lip and said, “Amelia, I have never planned to do this!”
“You must not fall for Cathy’s lies. We have known each other for many years, so you shouldn’t…”
“Shouldn’t what?”
Amelia growled and opened a photo on her phone. “How do you explain this?”
Rory’s face instantly turned white as a sheet upon seeing it.
It was a photo of her meeting a reporter!
She contacted this reporter to work with him and produce a press release that she became the second female lead again.
Since she did not know whether Cathy or Amelia would end up as the female lead, she even prepared two versions of the press release.
If Cathy became the female lead, the press release would say that Rory and Cathy became friends.
If Amelia became the female lead, the press release would write about them being close like sisters.
Rory had planned all these in secret.
I thought my plan was flawless.
How did Amelia find out?
Rory’s face was deathly pale from being caught in her lies.
“It is true then…”
Amelia sighed and took her phone back. “Rory, I have always treated you as a friend. I even helped you to get a role in this film. I knew you
like Flynn but was unable to find a chance to work with him. That was why I recommended you to the director.”
“It turns out you have been using me.”
“To you, I’m nothing but a pawn!”
After that, Amelia turned around and left without a backward glance.
Amelia felt she should thank that boy named Arius.
If he didn’t send her an email, she would never understand the significance of Cathy’s story about the snipe and the clam.
Rory stood stunned to her spot and gritted her teeth as she watched Amelia walk away.
How did Cathy do it?
Amelia that idiot has fallen for my tricks for nearly two years. How did Cathy get Amelia to realize everything?
Also, how did Amelia get that photo and the draft press releases?
As she was still in a daze, her assistant called her on the phone. “Miss Yates, someone hacked into your computer.”
“The hacker took away a copy of almost all your files on the computer.”
“Should I call the police?”
Rory’s heart sank upon hearing her assistant.
Someone hacked my computer…
It seems I have underestimated Cathy!
With this thought in mind, she looked at Cathy who was still filming a scene. She gritted her teeth furiously.
…

“Miss Shaw.”
After completing an afternoon of filming, Cathy removed her makeup and was about to head home. Suddenly, a person who seemed to be
an assistant blocked her way.
“Good afternoon.”
The person said politely, “I am Miss Sander’s assistant.”
“She asked me to convey her apology.”
“Miss Sander realized her mistake after talking with Arius today. Therefore, she wished to apologize to you.”
“Furthermore, about the video of you kissing a stand-in, it was Miss Sander who arranged for someone to release it.”
“However, she soon realized her mistake.”
“But…”
The assistant sighed. “We don’t understand why the video caused such a stir after it was released.”
“We realized our mistake and tried to remove all videos and posts. Somehow, we couldn’t take them down.”
“Furthermore, the discussion about the video keeps increasing.”
Cathy frowned and considered for a while.
After the assistant left, she finally understood what the assistant meant.
What the assistant meant was that it was no longer Amelia who was spreading the rumors on the Web.
On the journey back, Cathy leaned into the backseat and enjoyed the evening breeze. She took out her phone and checked the news.
On the Web, the discussion about her kissing Adrian, the kissing double, was still a hot topic.
Cathy was speechless and amused when she found that the discussion had gone off-track.
People were arguing fervently on the Web about how Cathy and the stand-in for the kissing scene looked good together. There were even
discussions about whether Flynn or the stand-in was more attractive.
Cathy’s mouth tilted into a smile as she read the online comments.
If someone asked her this question, she would not hesitate to vote for her husband.
He is my husband. If I don’t cherish him, who will?
After reading through a few pages of discussion and pressing ‘like’ to the posts saying that Cathy was a better match with the stand-in, she
turned off the screen.
There were still fervent discussions on the Internet.
However, Cathy could see that someone was hyping the discussions behind the scene.
But… Who could it be?
Amelia and her people have ceased their involvement in this.
Cathy closed her eyes.
This person hyped up the topic so well and steered it in a favorable direction.
Therefore, the mastermind behind this is…
It must be Adrian himself!
With this conclusion, Cathy pursed her lips and called someone on her phone. “What are you planning?”
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